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Abstract. Mixing a passive scalar field by stirring can be measured in a
variety of ways including tracer particle dispersion, via the flux-gradient rela-
tionship, or by suppression of scalar concentration variations in the presence of
inhomogeneous sources and sinks. The mixing efficiency or efficacy of a partic-
ular flow is often expressed in terms of enhanced diffusivity and quantified as
an effective diffusion coefficient. In this work we compare and contrast several
notions of effective diffusivity. We thoroughly examine the fundamental case of
a steady sinusoidal shear flow mixing a scalar sustained by a steady sinusoidal
source-sink distribution to explore apparent quantitative inconsistencies among
the measures. Ultimately the conflicts are attributed to the noncommutative
asymptotic limits of large Péclet number and large length-scale separation. We
then propose another approach, a generalization of Batchelor’s 1949 theory of
diffusion in homogeneous turbulence, that helps unify the particle dispersion
and concentration variance suppression measures.

1. Introduction. Flow-enhanced mixing is an important phenomenon in natural
systems varying in size from as small as human cells to as large as the atmosphere
and the ocean and beyond [5, 6, 15]. The enhancement of molecular mixing by
stirring can be observed even for simple laminar flows, and a quantitative under-
standing of fundamental mechanisms and properties of mixing processes is key to
accurate modeling of these systems.

Passive scalars are mathematically idealized entities that serve as proxies to
formulate and investigate this problem. Given its initial location, the trajectory
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Big questions:	

	


How can we gauge the effectiveness of a flow as a mixer?	

	


How might we parameterize such stirring as diffusion?	


Outline:	

- Models	


- Conflicts	


- Resolution	

- More models	


- Reconciliation	




Advection-Diffusion Eq:   ∂tT +
!u ⋅∇T =κΔT + S…	


Mathematical models of mixing	


•  Τ(x,t) is the passive scalar density/concentration	

	


•  S(x,t) is passive scalar source (sink) distribution	

	


•  plus appropriate initial and boundary conditions	


  

€ 

Given flow field   u (  x ,t)  with  ∇ ⋅  u = 0,  consider  

  

€ 

Stochastic Diff Eq :   d
 
X (t) =

 u (
 
X ,t)dt + 2κ  d

 
W (t)

•  X(t) is passive tracer particle position	

	


•  κ is the molecular diffusion coefficient	


…………...	




Mathematical measures of mixing	


Three questions:	

	


•  Which aspects of mixing should be encoded in Keff ?	

	


•  Do different criteria produce different Keff ?	

	


•  Transferable among applications?	


  

€ 

Temptation &  tradition suggest characterizing
stirring as an "effective" diffusion 

 u ⋅ ∇ −κΔ →  -∂i  Kij
eff∂ j



Mathematical measures of mixing	


€ 

  Measure 1:  KPD = Kij
eff

€ 

  Measure 2 :  KFG = K11
eff

  Measure 3: κ p
VR =κ p

eff   for  p  =  +1,  0,  −1

p = +1, 0, -1 ~  “small”, “intermediate”, or “large” scale variance reduction	


.	
 .	

…………………….	




Mathematical measures of mixing	


€ 

 Measure 1:  KPD = Kij
eff

via tracer particle dispersion 

E Xi(t) − Xi(0)( ) X j (t) − X j (0)( ){ } ~  2Kij
eff t

as  t→∞.



Mathematical measures of mixing	


€ 

  Measure 2 :  KFG = K11
eff

€ 

via flux - gradient relation,  T = −Gx + θ ⇒

  

€ 

∂tθ +
 u ⋅ ∇θ =κΔθ + G ˆ i ⋅  u ( ) 

everything mean zero & periodic on a cell  ⇒

K11

eff =κ +
u1θ

G
 =  κ  1+

|

∇θ |2

G2

#

$

%
%

&

'

(
(

Space & time 
average 



Mathematical measures of mixing	


Measure 3: κ0
VR =κ eff

via concentration variance reduction 

For ∂tθ +
!u ⋅∇θ =κΔθ + s(!x) and mean-zero s(!x  ) 

κ eff =  

Δ−1s( )
2

θ 2



Mathematical measures of mixing	


  

€ 

   Measure 3(a) :  κ p
VR =κ p

eff

via concentration (inverse) gradient variance reduction  

For s(  x ) mean 0 and ∂tθ +
 u ⋅ ∇θ =κΔθ + s(  x )

κ±1
eff =  

∇±1Δ−1s
2

∇±1θ
2

Multiscale	




Mathematical measures of mixing	


  

€ 

 Measure 2 :  KFG = K11

eff =κ 1+
|
 
∇ θ |2

G2

% 

& 

' 
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) 

* 
* 
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   Measure 3 :  κ p
VR =κ p

eff =  

∇ pΔ−1s
2

∇ pθ
2   for  p = +1,0,−1

€ 

  Measure 1:  KPD = Kij
eff ~ 1

2t
E Xi(t) − Xi(0)( ) X j (t) − X j (0)( ){ }



 Strength of stirring	


  

€ 

Dimensionless Péclet number :    Pe ≡ Ul
κ

U ~  velocity scale    ...    l ~  length scale

Dimensionless Enhancement  or Efficacy factor: 

 E(Pe) ≡  

κ p
VR

κ
 or K

PD,FG

κ
 



Fact:���
���

In terms of tracer dispersion or flux-gradient relation, there are 
flows for which the enhancement may be as large as	


E(Pe) = K
FG

κ
 ~ Pe2   as  Pe→∞.

Fact: ���
���

In terms of concentration variance reduction in presence of steady 
sources & sinks the enhancement cannot be that big.  	


Theorem :   E(Pe) =
κ p
VR

κ
≤  Pe1   as  Pe→∞.

Thiffeault, Doering, Gibbon (2004)	
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A bound on mixing efficiency for the
advection–diffusion equation
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An upper bound on the mixing efficiency is derived for a passive scalar under the
influence of advection and diffusion with a body source. For a given stirring velocity
field, the mixing efficiency is measured in terms of an equivalent diffusivity, which is the
molecular diffusivity that would be required to achieve the same level of fluctuations
in the scalar concentration in the absence of stirring, for the same source distribution.
The bound on the equivalent diffusivity depends only on the functional ‘shape’ of
both the source and the advecting field. Direct numerical simulations performed for
a simple advecting flow to test the bounds are reported.

1. Introduction
In this work we apply some recent developments in the analysis of the Navier–

Stokes equations (Doering & Foias 2002) to mixing and the advection–diffusion
equation. Mixing phenomena are ubiquitous with applications in atmospheric science,
oceanography, chemical engineering, and microfluidics, to name a few. Here we
focus on the generic problem of the advection–diffusion equation with a source that
replenishes the variance of the passive scalar. The stirring is effected by a specified
velocity field, which may or may not be turbulent. Our analysis of an idealized model
lends mathematical precision and rigour to conventional scaling arguments often
invoked for these kinds of problems.

For the passive scalar, complicated behaviour – and efficient mixing – is often
observed even for laminar velocity fields. This is the well-known effect of chaotic
advection (Aref 1984; Ottino 1989). Thus we can choose the stirring (the advecting
velocity field) to be any divergence-free, possibly time-dependent flow field. The
mixing efficiency then depends on specific properties of the stirring field as well as
the manner in which the scalar concentration is injected, which is exactly what would
be expected. The bound on mixing efficiency derived in this paper has that feature:
it depends on the stirring field and the source distribution. This is very helpful as it
allows comparison of the relative effectiveness of various stirring scenarios for, say,
a specified source. The bounds we obtain are also valid for turbulent flows, as we
make no assumptions about the smoothness of the stirring field. A recent study by
Schumacher, Sreenivasan & Yeung (2003) has produced bounds on the derivative
moments of the concentration field; here we shall focus on the undifferentiated
quadratic moment. As will become evident, the methods of this paper can also be
extended to produce bounds on derivatives of the concentration field.
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Proof: … chalk on board!	




Resolution	

•  What length scale l is used in Pe = Ul/κ?	


  

€ 

In theorem where  E(Pe) =
κ p

VR

κ
≤  Pe1

  as  Pe →∞,

Pe ≡ Ulsource
κ

=
lsource
l flow

' 

( 
) ) 

* 

+ 
, , ×

Ul flow
κ

.

  

€ 

In examples where  
KFG

κ
~ Pe2  as  Pe →∞,

Pe ≡
Ul flow
κ

.



Example: Basic Two-scale Model	


A single-scale flow stirring a single-scale source-sink distribution	


  

€ 

 
u (  x ) =  ˆ i  2 U sinkuy   

€ 

s(  x ) =  2 S sinksx

  

€ 

Two parameters :    Pe ≡  
U
κku

    and    r =  
lsource
l flow

 =  
ku
ks



•    
KFG

κ
= 1+Pe2    ⇒    HT approx w/source & sink is…………………………………....	


Dispersion/Flux-gradient mixing measure	

•  a.k.a. Homogenization Theory (HT) …	


•  … presumably good for r = ku/ks >> 1:	


€ 

0 = KFG d2θHT (x)
dx 2 + s(x)   ⇒    θHT (x) =  2 S sinksx

κku
2(1 +Pe2)

HT appx of  κ p
VR =   

Δ−1s( )
2

θHT
2

 =   
∇±1Δ−1s

2

∇±1θHT

2
 =  κ (1+Pe2 )





E0 = κ0 
VR/κ ~ r 

7/6 Pe 
5/6	


	
 	
E+1 = κ+1
VR/κ ~ r 

1/2 Pe 
1/2	


	
 	
 	
 	
   E–1 = κ–1
VR/κ ~ r Pe	


High-Pe (fixed r) asymptotic analysis: Internal layer theory (ILT)*	


Exact solution (for r = 1)	

Pe = 0 	
 	
 	
 Pe = 100 	
 	
  Pe = 300	


*T. Shaw, J.-L. Thiffeault, C.R.D., Physica D (2007)	
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Abstract

The mixing efficiency of a flow advecting a passive scalar sustained by steady sources and sinks is naturally defined in terms of the suppression
of bulk scalar variance in the presence of stirring, relative to the variance in the absence of stirring. These variances can be weighted at various
spatial scales, leading to a family of multi-scale mixing measures and efficiencies. We derive a priori estimates on these efficiencies from the
advection–diffusion partial differential equation, focusing on a broad class of statistically homogeneous and isotropic incompressible flows. The
analysis produces bounds on the mixing efficiencies in terms of the Péclet number, a measure of the strength of the stirring relative to molecular
diffusion. We show by example that the estimates are sharp for particular source, sink and flow combinations. In general the high-Péclet-number
behavior of the bounds (scaling exponents as well as prefactors) depends on the structure and smoothness properties of, and length scales in, the
scalar source and sink distribution. The fundamental model of the stirring of a monochromatic source/sink combination by the random sine flow
is investigated in detail via direct numerical simulation and analysis. The large-scale mixing efficiency follows the upper bound scaling (within a
logarithm) at high Péclet number but the intermediate and small-scale efficiencies are qualitatively less than optimal. The Péclet number scaling
exponents of the efficiencies observed in the simulations are deduced theoretically from the asymptotic solution of an internal layer problem
arising in a quasi-static model.
c� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Stirring; Mixing; Advection; Diffusion; Eddy diffusion; Turbulent diffusion

1. Introduction

Mixing processes in fluids play a key role in a wide variety
of engineering applications and for natural systems such as the
ocean and atmosphere. Their theoretical study has been a major
focus of research, as indicated by the large number of review
articles [1–8]. At the smallest scales mixing is achieved by
molecular diffusion processes, but it may be facilitated greatly
by stirring. The result of stirring is usually to enhance the
effect of molecular diffusion and increase the mixing rate [9–
13]. Quantitative understanding of the fundamental features of

⇤ Corresponding author at: Department of Mathematics, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1043, USA. Tel.: +1 734 936 2913.

E-mail addresses: tshaw@physics.utoronto.ca (T.A. Shaw),
jeanluc@imperial.ac.uk (J.-L. Thiffeault), doering@umich.edu
(C.R. Doering).

stirring and its influence on mixing processes is important for
the effective modeling, simulation and design or control of
these systems.

The “efficiency” of mixing means different things in
different contexts. For example the dispersion of an initial
distribution by an imposed flow is a transient problem where the
temporal approach to the final fully mixed state, rather than the
final state itself, is of central interest. Consider for definiteness
the homogeneous advection–diffusion equation for a passive
scalar field ✓(x, t) stirred by a divergence-free velocity field
u(x, t),

@✓

@t

+ u · r✓ = 1✓ (1.1)

where  is the molecular diffusivity. If this equation is supplied
with initial concentration ✓(x, 0) and applied in an appropriate
domain without sources, sinks or scalar flux at the boundaries,

0167-2789/$ - see front matter c� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.physd.2007.05.001
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r = 562	




r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


r = 100	


r = 10-1	




r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


r = 100	


r = 10-1	


€ 

E−1

∇−1θ 0
2

∇−1θ
2



r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


r = 100	


r = 10-1	


€ 

E+1

∇θ 0
2

∇θ 2



Stirring strength–scale separation phase diagram	




Stirring strength–scale separation phase diagram	




Stirring strength–scale separation phase diagram	




	


•  More models	

•  Reconciliation	


Outline	


•  Models	

•  Conflicts	


•  Resolution	




•  HT fails to predict the scalar variance sustained by 
steady sources & sinks when Pe > r >> 1.  Why?	


•  Can information about particle dispersion predict 
variance supression at high Péclet numbers?	


Questions:	




E Xi (t)− Xi (0)( ) Xj (t)− Xj (0)( ){ }  ~  2Ki, j
PDt   as  t→∞

⇑

Ki, j
PD (t;

!
X(0)) ≡  

d
dt

1
2 E Xi (t)− Xi (0)( ) Xj (t)− Xj (0)( ){ }

•  Particle dispersion is time and initial-location dependent …	


    

€ 

... but  Ki, j
PD (t;

 
X (0)) ~ κ + U 2t   (at most)  for t <<

l flow
2

κ .

•   KPD~ κ Pe2 = O  (κ –1) takes O  (lflow
2/κ)  time to develop	




Effective diffusion K11
PD (t,y0) vs. time 	


  

€ 

 
u (  x ) = ˆ i 2 U sinkuy



•  Concentration variance for stirred scalars sustained by 
inhomogeneous sources and sinks is dominated by the 
“latest” stuff introduced or deleted from the system.	


	


•  “Old” particles are relatively well mixed and so don’t 
contribute substantially to the observed variance.	


	


•  Variance supression is controlled by particle dispersion rate 
on relatively short, rather than long, time scales at high Pe.	


	


•  In the presence of sustainted sources & sinks, even as t → ∞ 
we cannot neglect transient behavior of KPD …	


More modeling	




Given a stirring flow u(x,t) and its associated Kij
PD (t-t0 | x0, t0), 

density due to stuff injected at x0, t0 may best be described by	


  

€ 

∂tρ(
 x ,t |  x 0,t0) = ∂iKij

PD (t − t0 |
 x 0,t0)∂ jρ

lim
t↓t0

ρ( x ,t |  x 0,t0) = δ(  x ,t |  x 0)

  

€ 

θDDT (
 
x ,t) = dt0 d

 
x 0∫

−∞

t
∫ ρ( x ,t |  x 0,t0 )s(

 
x 0,t0 )

Then the total density in presence of sources and 
sinks is at best described by	


… which does not satisfy an inhomogeneous diffusion equation!	


Dispersion-diffusion theory (DDT)	




Given a stirring flow u(x,t) and its associated Kij
PD (t-t0 | x0, t0), 

density due to stuff injected at x0, t0 may best be described by	


  

€ 

∂tρ(
 x ,t |  x 0,t0) = ∂iKij

PD (t − t0 |
 x 0,t0)∂ jρ

lim
t↓t0

ρ( x ,t |  x 0,t0) = δ(  x ,t |  x 0)

  

€ 

θDDT (
 
x ,t) = dt0 d

 
x 0∫

−∞

t
∫ ρ( x ,t |  x 0,t0 )s(

 
x 0,t0 )

Then the total density in presence of sources and 
sinks is at best described by	


G. K. Batchelor, Diffusion in a field of homogeneous turbulence I. Eulerian analysis,	

Aust. J. Sci. Res. Series A, Phys. Sci., 2 437–450 (1949).	


Dispersion-diffusion theory (DDT)	




HUH? 



On a periodic domain [0, L]d	


    

€ 

⇒  as  Pe →∞,    ˆ θ DDT (
 
k ) ~

ˆ s (
 
k )

kU
   so   κ 0

VR =  

Δ−1s( )2

θDDT
2

~  Ulsource

  

€ 

ρ(  x ,t |  x 0,t0) =
1
Ld exp i

 
k ⋅ (  x −  x 0) − kik j Kij

PD (t '−t0 |
 x 0,t0)

t0

t
∫ dt'

& 
' 
( 

) 
* 
+  

k 

∑

€ 

Note :  if   Kij
PD

 ~  κ +U 2(t − t0)$ 

% 
& 
& 

' 

( 
) 
)  δij   as   t − t0 → 0,  then

θDDT (!x, t) = dt0 d!x0∫−∞

t
∫ ρ(!x, t | !x0, t0 )s(!x0 )

           ⇓   as  t→∞

θ̂DDT (
!
k ) ~ ŝ(

!
k ) e−κk

2τ−1
2k

2U2τ 2

dτ
0

∞

∫



•   $64 question: Is DDT quantitatively accurate?	


•  For single-scale flow stirring single-scale source …	


Reconciliation	




r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


r = 100	


r = 10-1	




•  DDT respects the rigorous bounds on κ0
VR

 .	


•  For the single-scale source, the rigorous bound is 

	
   E(Pe) = κ0
VR /κ ≤ [1 + r2

 Pe2]1/2 ~ r Pe …	


	
… for large r 
 or for large Pe!	


•  Plot E(Pe) as a function of (r Pe):	


More reconciliation	




r = 101 	
r = 102 	
r = 103 	
r = 104 	
r = 105 	
r = 106	




•  How does DDT perform for variance supression at 
large & small scales, i.e., for  κ±1

VR ?	


Reconciliation, continued	




r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


€ 

E−1

∇−1θ 0
2

∇−1θ
2



r = 106	


r = 105	


r = 104	


r = 103	


r = 102	


r = 101	


€ 

E+1

∇θ 0
2
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Density pictures (r = 562)	




Stirring strength–scale separation phase diagram	


DDT approximation for κ0
VR  is uniformly accurate



Introduction E�ciency bounds Source dependence Saturation Shear Flows Conclusions

• High-Pe scalings for “rough” sources with many small scales,
i.e., for s(x) /2 L

2, are necessarily anomalous.

Mt. Etna

• Measure-valued (e.g., delta-function) sources or sinks )

d = 2 : M

1

= 1 M

0

. Pe/(log Pe)1/2

M�1

. Pe

d = 3 : M

1

= 1 M

0

. Pe

1/2

M�1

. Pe

Pristine separation of scales is precious … but rare  	




•  Single-scale source, sink & stirring is a special scenario …	

 … what about real turbulent mixing?	


Conjecture (potential application)	


•   DDT hints how particle dispersion data may predict steady   
	
state source-sink sustained variance suppression.	


	


•   Homogeneous isotropic turbulence →	


 E[(Xi(t)–Xi(0))(Xj(t)–Xj(0))] = (2κ t  + U2t2 + CR ε t3 + …) δij	

	


… w/turbulent energy dissipation rate per unit mass ε ~ U3/lflow .	




On a periodic domain [0, L]d	


⇒  as  Pe=
U l flow
κ

→∞  at fixed r= lsource
l flow

,

θ̂DDT (

k ) ~ ŝ(


k )

k  U

ρ(x, t | x0, t0 ) ≈
1
Ld

exp i

k ⋅ (x − x0 )−

1
2 k

2 2κ (t − t0 )+U
2 (t − t0 )

2 +$% &'{ }

k
∑

θDDT(
x, t) = dt0 dx0∫−∞

t
∫ ρ(x, t | x0, t0 )s(

x0 )

⇓

θ̂DDT(

k ) = ŝ(


k ) e−κk

2τ−12k
2U2τ 2 dτ

0

∞

∫



Concrete conjecture:	


 κ eff  approximated by κ 0

VR=  

Δ−1s( )
2

θDDT
2

 ~   κ  r  Pe 

=  lsource
l flow

#

$
%%

&

'
((U l flow

with   lsource =  
Δ−1s( )

2

Δ−1/2s( )
2

#

$

%
%
%
%
%
%

&

'

(
(
(
(
(
(

1/2

  

i.e.,  "mixing length" ~  lsource

Does Statistically Homogeneous

Isotropic Turbulence saturate

the upper bound on E (Pe)?

↵



⇒  as  Pe = 
U l flow
κ

→∞  at fixed r  = 
lsource
l flow

,

θ̂DDT (

k ) ~ ŝ(


k )

k  U

Conjecture Richardson Turbulence

Test

Lin, Bodova, Doering (U. Michigan) Mixing Models and Measures SIAM DS09 20 / 24



Upshot of all these considerations …	


•  Different definitions of effective diffusion may indeed 
yield different effective diffusivities.	


•  We cannot generally use long-time transient dispersion 
results for source-sink problems.	


•  There may not be an effective diffusion equation to 
describe source-sink stirring.	


	


•  Transient mixing and source-sink stirring are different 
phenomena using different features of the flow:	




Scalar source-sink stirring is all about transport	


Transient mixing is all about 
shearing, stretching & straining	




  AND THAT’S THAT BUSINESS … 



Challenge for analysis:	


Prove for
!u  ~ Statistically Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence

that the flux-gradient relation (T = −Gx +θ ) with

∂tθ +
!u ⋅∇θ =κΔθ +G î ⋅ !u( )

where everything is mean zero & periodic on Ld  cell and

K11

eff ≡κ +
u1θ

G
 =  κ  1+

|
!
∇θ |2

G2

&

'

(
(

)

*

+
+

⇒  K11

eff ≤ cκPe1 ~ | !u |2
1/2
L.
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a b s t r a c t

Statistics of a passive scalar flux in a uniform mean scalar gradient convected by homogeneous isotropic
steady turbulence are numerically studied by using very high resolution direct numerical simulation. It
is found that the Nusselt number increases in proportion to the Péclet number and that the one point
probability density function of the scalar flux is negatively skewed and exponential, and is insensitive to
the variation of the Péclet number. The scalar field is studied by visualization, and the ramp–cliff structure
and the mesa–canyon structure are observed along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the mean
scalar gradient, respectively. The probability density function of the scalar flux is theoretically computed
and found to be in good agreement with the numerical results. A Lagrangian statistical theory for the
scalar flux is developed, which predicts that the scalar transfer flux is given by the time integral of the
Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation and increases in proportion to the Péclet number, which is consistent
with the results of the direct numerical simulation. A physical explanation of the asymmetry of the scalar
flux PDF is explored.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The transport of a scalar by turbulent flow is one of the central
issues of fundamental physics of turbulence and is important in
engineering, oceanographic and atmospheric applications [1–3]. In
many cases, there exists a mean scalar gradient in turbulent flows
which can be quite often regarded as uniform over the distances
longer than the characteristic macroscale of the turbulent flows.
When the mean scalar gradient is uniform, say in the x3 direction,
the total scalar field iswritten as⇥ = � x3+✓ , where� = hr⇥i is
the uniformmean scalar gradient, ✓ is the scalar fluctuation and h i
is the ensemble average. In this case, there exists a nonzero mean
scalar flux q̄ = h✓u3i along the direction of the mean gradient,
where u3 is the velocity component parallel to the mean scalar
gradient. The nondimensional scalar flux is the Nusselt number,
which is defined by

Nu = �h✓u3i
�

, (1)

where  is the molecular diffusivity of the passive scalar. It is
known that Nu increaseswith the Péclet number, but its prediction
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and evaluation as to how large and how fast it grows with respect
to the Péclet number and other turbulence characteristics are still
not well understood [4,5].

The scalar flux fluctuates around itsmean value. Since the scalar
flux is the product of the scalar and the velocity component along
themean gradient, the one point probability density function (PDF)
of the scalar flux is dependent on the statistics of the velocity
and the scalar or their joint PDF. It is well known that the one
point PDF of the velocity is approximately a Gaussian distribution,
but there are arguments about the PDF of the passive scalar in
turbulence, as to whether it is Gaussian or exponential. It has been
argued that the condition for observing the exponential tail of
the PDF of the scalar amplitudes is stringent and the system size
needs to be large enough when compared to the integral scale of
the turbulent velocity field [2,4,6–10]. There are many studies on
the asymptotic behavior of the PDFs and/or the moments of the
velocity and the passive scalar at small scales, especially, on the
scaling properties from the viewpoint of universality [2,3,11–14].
On the other hand, the fluctuations of the scalar have attracted less
attention, in spite of their practical and fundamental importance.
This seems partly due to the fact that the scalar flux is the quantity
dominated by large scales of motion where universality is less
expected. However, in order to understand the interplay between
the velocity and scalar fields and to obtain a better prediction of
the scalar transport, it is necessary and indispensable to examine
the flux fluctuations around themean under an ideal circumstance.
In this paper, we describe results of a series of direct numerical
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Fig. 5. One dimensional plots of the velocity u3, scalar fluctuations, and scalar flux for Run G3. Curves of the velocity and scalar are shifted by �5 and 5, respectively, and
black dotted lines show the zero level for each field. The black solid bars represent L for the longitudinal velocity correlation and L✓ the scalar correlation, and L/2 for the
transversal velocity correlation, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Variation of theNusselt number against Péclet number.• (red): presentDNS,
N (green): DNS by Overholt and Pope [37], H (blue): experiment by Mydlarski [5],
Straight lines showNu / Pe for the theoretical prediction Eq. (33), and Nu / Pe0.55
for the experiment, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

With these observations of the PDFs of the velocity and scalar,
we consider the joint PDF as

P(w, ✓)dwd✓ = 1
2⇡�w�✓

p
1 � r2

⇥ exp
✓

� 1
2(1 � r2)

✓
w2

� 2
w

� 2rw✓

�w�✓

+ ✓2

� 2
✓

◆◆
dwd✓ , (14)

where r = hw✓i /�w�✓ . By changing the variables from (w, ✓) to
(w, q = w✓) and integrating over w we obtain

Fig. 7. Variation of correlation coefficients against Péclet number.

P(q)dq = 1
⇡�w�✓

p
1 � r2

exp
✓

rq
(1 � r2)�w�✓

◆

⇥ K0

✓ |q|
(1 � r2)�w�✓

◆
dq, (15)

where K0(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind at
zeroth order. Since the asymptotic expression of K0(x) is

p
⇡
2xe

�x,
we have the asymptotic form of the PDF of the scalar flux as

P(q) ⇠ 1p|q| exp
✓

�c±
|q|
�q

◆
, c± = 1

1 ± r

✓
�q

�w�✓

◆
. (16)

Eq. (16) indicates that P(q) has the prefactor |q|�1/2 for small |q|
and is exponential for large |q| with different slope for each side.
Since r < 0, we have c� < c+ so that the left tail of PDF is higher
than the right tail.

"Nusselt" = Efficacy = Enhancement factor ≡ K11

eff

κ
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INTRODUCTION

Mixing in fluid flows plays a central role in many scien-
tific and engineering applications and is the subject of a large
body of theoretical research #1$. In this paper, we consider
the mixing of a passive scalar maintained by a temporally
steady but spatially inhomogeneous source without a clear
separation of length scales between the source and the stirrer,
as is necessary for multiscale analyses, or when length scales
in the source are the smallest scales in the problem.

The effectiveness of a given stirring velocity vector field
in a statistically stationary state is naturally gauged by its
ability to suppress the space-time averaged variance of the
scalar: a decrease in the variance indicates a more uniformly
mixed scalar. The ratio of the scalar variance in the presence
of stirring to that resulting from molecular diffusion alone
defines a dimensionless measure of the mixing efficiency of
the flow. Scalar variances may be weighted at diverse spatial
length scales, so we introduce a family of mixing efficiencies
that measure the effectiveness of the stirring on different
scales. Not unexpectedly, these mixing efficiencies generally
depend on details of both the source and the stirring. Saw-
ford and Hunt #2$ highlighted the role of source size in par-
ticle dispersion models for the case of small sources, show-
ing that the concentration variance depends explictly on the
molecular diffusivity. Here we make direct use of the
advection-diffusion equation to show the nature of this de-
pendence for a wide range of source types.

For statistically stationary, homogeneous, and isotropic
flows—including turbulence—we derive new, mathemati-
cally rigorous and physically relevant limits on these effi-
ciencies in terms of the Péclet number and quantitative fea-
tures of the source alone. We discover that the high-Péclet
number scaling exponents of the efficiency bounds depend
on the spatial dimension, the length scales upon which the
variance is observed, and spatial scales in the source. These

results show that the spectrum of length scales in the source
may be more important than the distribution of length scales
in the flow in determining the mixing efficiencies. Moreover,
we derive novel quantitative estimates of nontrivial scaling
exponents for the mixing efficiencies in cases in which the
source is fractal or measure-valued. These are anomalous
scalings that cannot be deduced from dimensional arguments
alone.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The advection-diffusion equation for the concentration
"!x , t" of a passive scalar is

!t" + u · !" = #$" + s , !1"

where # is the molecular diffusivity. We restrict attention to
spatially periodic boundary conditions for x! #0,L$d. The
time-independent source s!x" in Eq. !1" is taken !without loss
of generality" to have spatial mean zero so that eventually
the concentration "!x , t" will have spatial mean zero as well.

The velocity field u!x , t" is given. It could be the solution
of some dynamical equations or a particular stochastic pro-
cess, but in any case we consider it to be a prescribed
divergence-free vector field with the following equal-time
single-point statistical properties shared by homogeneous
isotropic turbulence:

ui!x, · " = 0, ui!x, · "uj!x, · " =
U2

d
%ij ,

ui!x, · "
!uj!x, · "

!xk
= 0,

!ui!x, · "
!xk

!uj!x, · "
!xk

=
&2

d
%ij , !2"

where the overbars represent the long-time average !assumed
to exist" at each point in space. The rms velocity U measures
the strength of the stirring and & indicates the flow field’s
strain or shear content. The ratio '=U /& corresponds to the
Taylor microscale for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The Péclet number for the flow is Pe=UL /#.

We quantify the mixing of the scalar by the magnitude
of the variances %&!"&2', %"2', and %&!−1"&2', where %·'
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variance is observed, and spatial scales in the source. These

results show that the spectrum of length scales in the source
may be more important than the distribution of length scales
in the flow in determining the mixing efficiencies. Moreover,
we derive novel quantitative estimates of nontrivial scaling
exponents for the mixing efficiencies in cases in which the
source is fractal or measure-valued. These are anomalous
scalings that cannot be deduced from dimensional arguments
alone.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The advection-diffusion equation for the concentration
"!x , t" of a passive scalar is

!t" + u · !" = #$" + s , !1"

where # is the molecular diffusivity. We restrict attention to
spatially periodic boundary conditions for x! #0,L$d. The
time-independent source s!x" in Eq. !1" is taken !without loss
of generality" to have spatial mean zero so that eventually
the concentration "!x , t" will have spatial mean zero as well.

The velocity field u!x , t" is given. It could be the solution
of some dynamical equations or a particular stochastic pro-
cess, but in any case we consider it to be a prescribed
divergence-free vector field with the following equal-time
single-point statistical properties shared by homogeneous
isotropic turbulence:

ui!x, · " = 0, ui!x, · "uj!x, · " =
U2

d
%ij ,

ui!x, · "
!uj!x, · "

!xk
= 0,

!ui!x, · "
!xk

!uj!x, · "
!xk

=
&2

d
%ij , !2"

where the overbars represent the long-time average !assumed
to exist" at each point in space. The rms velocity U measures
the strength of the stirring and & indicates the flow field’s
strain or shear content. The ratio '=U /& corresponds to the
Taylor microscale for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The Péclet number for the flow is Pe=UL /#.

We quantify the mixing of the scalar by the magnitude
of the variances %&!"&2', %"2', and %&!−1"&2', where %·'
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INTRODUCTION

Mixing in fluid flows plays a central role in many scien-
tific and engineering applications and is the subject of a large
body of theoretical research #1$. In this paper, we consider
the mixing of a passive scalar maintained by a temporally
steady but spatially inhomogeneous source without a clear
separation of length scales between the source and the stirrer,
as is necessary for multiscale analyses, or when length scales
in the source are the smallest scales in the problem.

The effectiveness of a given stirring velocity vector field
in a statistically stationary state is naturally gauged by its
ability to suppress the space-time averaged variance of the
scalar: a decrease in the variance indicates a more uniformly
mixed scalar. The ratio of the scalar variance in the presence
of stirring to that resulting from molecular diffusion alone
defines a dimensionless measure of the mixing efficiency of
the flow. Scalar variances may be weighted at diverse spatial
length scales, so we introduce a family of mixing efficiencies
that measure the effectiveness of the stirring on different
scales. Not unexpectedly, these mixing efficiencies generally
depend on details of both the source and the stirring. Saw-
ford and Hunt #2$ highlighted the role of source size in par-
ticle dispersion models for the case of small sources, show-
ing that the concentration variance depends explictly on the
molecular diffusivity. Here we make direct use of the
advection-diffusion equation to show the nature of this de-
pendence for a wide range of source types.

For statistically stationary, homogeneous, and isotropic
flows—including turbulence—we derive new, mathemati-
cally rigorous and physically relevant limits on these effi-
ciencies in terms of the Péclet number and quantitative fea-
tures of the source alone. We discover that the high-Péclet
number scaling exponents of the efficiency bounds depend
on the spatial dimension, the length scales upon which the
variance is observed, and spatial scales in the source. These

results show that the spectrum of length scales in the source
may be more important than the distribution of length scales
in the flow in determining the mixing efficiencies. Moreover,
we derive novel quantitative estimates of nontrivial scaling
exponents for the mixing efficiencies in cases in which the
source is fractal or measure-valued. These are anomalous
scalings that cannot be deduced from dimensional arguments
alone.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The advection-diffusion equation for the concentration
"!x , t" of a passive scalar is

!t" + u · !" = #$" + s , !1"

where # is the molecular diffusivity. We restrict attention to
spatially periodic boundary conditions for x! #0,L$d. The
time-independent source s!x" in Eq. !1" is taken !without loss
of generality" to have spatial mean zero so that eventually
the concentration "!x , t" will have spatial mean zero as well.

The velocity field u!x , t" is given. It could be the solution
of some dynamical equations or a particular stochastic pro-
cess, but in any case we consider it to be a prescribed
divergence-free vector field with the following equal-time
single-point statistical properties shared by homogeneous
isotropic turbulence:

ui!x, · " = 0, ui!x, · "uj!x, · " =
U2

d
%ij ,

ui!x, · "
!uj!x, · "

!xk
= 0,

!ui!x, · "
!xk

!uj!x, · "
!xk

=
&2

d
%ij , !2"

where the overbars represent the long-time average !assumed
to exist" at each point in space. The rms velocity U measures
the strength of the stirring and & indicates the flow field’s
strain or shear content. The ratio '=U /& corresponds to the
Taylor microscale for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The Péclet number for the flow is Pe=UL /#.

We quantify the mixing of the scalar by the magnitude
of the variances %&!"&2', %"2', and %&!−1"&2', where %·'
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denotes space-time averaging. !The operator !−1 is defined
by its Fourier representation in the periodic domain,
!−1→−ik /k2." These variances measure the fluctuations of !
at relatively small, intermediate, and large length scales. Col-
lectively we write the norms #$!p!$2% for p=1, 0, and −1.
Note that #$!−1!$2% is reminiscent of the recently introduced
mix-norm &3', as both downplay the importance of the small
scales.

In order to define dimensionless mixing efficiencies, we
use the baseline variances defined by the solution !0 of Eq.
!1" with the same source but u=0, i.e., !0=−"−1#−1s. Com-
paring fluctuations in the presence of stirring to the moments
#$!p!0$2% allows us to gauge the effect of stirring. We define
the dimensionless mixing efficiencies Ep by

Ep
2 ª #$!p!0$2%/#$!p!$2% . !3"

These efficiencies increase when the stirring decreases the
scalar variances relative to molecular diffusion alone.

MIXING EFFICIENCY BOUNDS

Upper bounds on Ep result from lower limits on the vari-
ances. We begin with estimates on #!2% using the method
developed in &4': multiply Eq. !1" by an arbitrary !but
smooth, spatially periodic" function $!x", average, and inte-
grate by parts to find

#!!u · ! + "#"$% = − #$s% . !4"

Fluctuations are bounded from below via the min-max varia-
tional expression

#!2% % max
$

min
&

(#&2%$#&!u · !$ + "#$"% = − #$s%) .

The minimization over & is easily achieved, equivalent to
application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, yielding

#!2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u · !$ + "#$"2% . !5"

This is the sort of variational estimate derived in &4'. Plasting
and Young recently enhanced that analysis by including the
scalar dissipation rate as a constraint &5'.

The subsequent maximization over $ is particularly
simple for statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows sat-
isfying Eq. !2", for then the denominator in Eq. !5" is

#!u · !$ + "#$"2% = *U2

d
$!$$2 + "2!#$"2+ , !6"

i.e., the quadratic form #$&"2#2− !U2 /d"#'$%. Hence the
variational problem !5" yields

E0
2 '

#s#−2s%
#s(#2 − !U2/"2d"#)−1s%

, !7"

a bound that depends on the shape of the source function but
not its amplitude, and on the stirring velocity field only
through its influence on the length scale " /U=Pe−1L.

Limits for the small-scale and large-scale efficiencies E±1
are obtained from Eq. !4" in the same manner after integra-

tions by parts and application of the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality. For the gradient variance

#$s%2 = #!u$ + " ! $" · !!%2 ' #$u$ + " ! $$2%#$!!$2%

so

#$!!$2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u$ + " ! $"2% . !8"

A potentially sharper bound involving the full two-point cor-
relation function for the velocity field can be obtained by
formally minimizing over ! &6', but for our purposes the
estimate !8" suffices. For statistically homogeneous isotropic
flows, the denominator above is #$&−"2#+U2'$% and opti-
mization over $ leads to

E1
2 '

#s!− #−1"s%
#s(− # + U2/"2)−1s%

. !9"

The bound on large-scale fluctuations follows from Eq.
!4" using !=! ·!−1!, an integration by parts, and Cauchy-
Schwarz,

#$s%2 = #!!u · !$ + "#$" · !!−1!"%2

' #$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%#$!−1!$2%

so that

#$!−1!$2% % max
$

#$s%2

#$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%
.

For statistically homogeneous isotropic flows, the denomina-
tor is #$&−"2#3+ !U2 /d"#2− !(2 /d"#'$% so that

E−1
2 '

#s!− #−3"s%
#s(− #3 + !U2/"2d"#2 − !(2/"2d"#)−1s%

.

It is helpful to rewrite the bounds in Fourier space,

E1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k2

,
k

$sk$2/!k2 + Pe2"
, !10a"

E0
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k4

,
k

$sk$2/!k4 + Pe2k2/d"
, !10b"

E−1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k6

,
k

$sk$2/!k6 + Pe2k4/d + Pe2k2/)2d"
, !10c"

where we have rescaled &0,L'd to &0,1'd so that wave-vector
components are integer multiples of 2*. Now we investigate
the large Péclet number behavior of these bounds for a vari-
ety of classes of sources.

MONOCHROMATIC SOURCES

For sources that depend only on a single wave number ks,
the bounds simplify to
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FRACTAL SOURCES

We may also analyze anomalous scalings for more gen-
eral fractal rough sources where the Fourier spectrum !sk!
decays as k−! with 0"!"d /2. The roughest measure-valued
sources have !=0 while for !#d /2 the source is square-
integrable and thus effectively smooth as far as these multi-
scale mixing efficiencies are concerned. In order to examine
the high Péclet number asymptotics of the bounds on the
various Ep, we estimate integrals similar to Eq. "12# but with
an extra factor of k−2! in the numerator arising from !sk!2.
The results are summarized in Table I. In d=2, the scaling
for E1 is anomalous for any degree of roughness while E0 is
anomalous only for !=0. In d=3, E1 is again anomalous for
any degree of roughness while E0 scales anomalously for 0
"!$1/2. For both d=2 and 3, the bound on the large-scale
mixing efficiency E−1 is always conventional. Of course
these scalings neglect any large-k cutoff for the rough
sources. If there is a cutoff at wave number 2% /!, then the
same arguments apply to recover the normal scaling $Pe for
Pe&L /!.

DISCUSSION

The multiscale mixing efficiency bounds derived here re-
veal new aspects of the ability—and in some cases the
inability—of statistically homogeneous and isotropic incom-
pressible flows to effectively suppress fluctuations in passive
scalars. Several notable features of the phenomena have

emerged from this analysis. One is that the structure of the
source maintaining the scalar concentration plays a central
role in efficiency of mixing at different length scales while
the detailed structure of the flow, i.e., the spectrum of length
"and time# scales in the velocity field, plays only a secondary
role as far as the small and intermediate scale efficiencies E1
and E0 are concerned. The bound on E−1 in Eq. "11c#, how-
ever, means that small-scale structure and strain in the ad-
vecting flow could possibly enhance the large-scale mixing
efficiency.

For rough sources, the efficiencies scale at least as anoma-
lously as indicated in Table I, and no clever small-scale stir-
ring can alleviate this effect. When efficiency bounds scale
anomalously, molecular diffusion plays a much more impor-
tant role than implied by conventional eddy diffusion theo-
ries. For then—as far as variance suppression is concerned—
there can be then no residual effective diffusivity due to
stirring in the limit of negligible molecular diffusion.
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FIG. 1. Upper bound for the mixing efficiency E0 as a function
of Péclet number for a small source with !=10−8L stirred by a
three-dimensional statistically homogeneous and isotropic flow
%computed from Eq. "10b#&. The intermediate Pe1/2 scaling for 1
'Pe' "L /!# is evident.

TABLE I. Scalings of the bound on the mixing efficiency Ep as
functions of the source roughness exponent ! of the source in two
and three dimensions.

d=2 p=1 p=0 p=−1

!=0 1 Pe/ "log Pe#1/2 Pe
0$!$1 Pe! Pe Pe
!=1 Pe/ "log Pe#1/2 Pe Pe
!#1 Pe Pe Pe

d=3

!=0 1 Pe1/2 Pe
0$!$1/2 1 Pe!+1/2 Pe
!=1/2 1 Pe/ "log Pe#1/2 Pe
1/2$!$3/2 Pe!−1/2 Pe Pe
!=3/2 Pe/ "log Pe#1/2 Pe Pe
!#3/2 Pe Pe Pe
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FRACTAL SOURCES

We may also analyze anomalous scalings for more gen-
eral fractal rough sources where the Fourier spectrum !sk!
decays as k−! with 0"!"d /2. The roughest measure-valued
sources have !=0 while for !#d /2 the source is square-
integrable and thus effectively smooth as far as these multi-
scale mixing efficiencies are concerned. In order to examine
the high Péclet number asymptotics of the bounds on the
various Ep, we estimate integrals similar to Eq. "12# but with
an extra factor of k−2! in the numerator arising from !sk!2.
The results are summarized in Table I. In d=2, the scaling
for E1 is anomalous for any degree of roughness while E0 is
anomalous only for !=0. In d=3, E1 is again anomalous for
any degree of roughness while E0 scales anomalously for 0
"!$1/2. For both d=2 and 3, the bound on the large-scale
mixing efficiency E−1 is always conventional. Of course
these scalings neglect any large-k cutoff for the rough
sources. If there is a cutoff at wave number 2% /!, then the
same arguments apply to recover the normal scaling $Pe for
Pe&L /!.

DISCUSSION

The multiscale mixing efficiency bounds derived here re-
veal new aspects of the ability—and in some cases the
inability—of statistically homogeneous and isotropic incom-
pressible flows to effectively suppress fluctuations in passive
scalars. Several notable features of the phenomena have

emerged from this analysis. One is that the structure of the
source maintaining the scalar concentration plays a central
role in efficiency of mixing at different length scales while
the detailed structure of the flow, i.e., the spectrum of length
"and time# scales in the velocity field, plays only a secondary
role as far as the small and intermediate scale efficiencies E1
and E0 are concerned. The bound on E−1 in Eq. "11c#, how-
ever, means that small-scale structure and strain in the ad-
vecting flow could possibly enhance the large-scale mixing
efficiency.

For rough sources, the efficiencies scale at least as anoma-
lously as indicated in Table I, and no clever small-scale stir-
ring can alleviate this effect. When efficiency bounds scale
anomalously, molecular diffusion plays a much more impor-
tant role than implied by conventional eddy diffusion theo-
ries. For then—as far as variance suppression is concerned—
there can be then no residual effective diffusivity due to
stirring in the limit of negligible molecular diffusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Mixing in fluid flows plays a central role in many scien-
tific and engineering applications and is the subject of a large
body of theoretical research #1$. In this paper, we consider
the mixing of a passive scalar maintained by a temporally
steady but spatially inhomogeneous source without a clear
separation of length scales between the source and the stirrer,
as is necessary for multiscale analyses, or when length scales
in the source are the smallest scales in the problem.

The effectiveness of a given stirring velocity vector field
in a statistically stationary state is naturally gauged by its
ability to suppress the space-time averaged variance of the
scalar: a decrease in the variance indicates a more uniformly
mixed scalar. The ratio of the scalar variance in the presence
of stirring to that resulting from molecular diffusion alone
defines a dimensionless measure of the mixing efficiency of
the flow. Scalar variances may be weighted at diverse spatial
length scales, so we introduce a family of mixing efficiencies
that measure the effectiveness of the stirring on different
scales. Not unexpectedly, these mixing efficiencies generally
depend on details of both the source and the stirring. Saw-
ford and Hunt #2$ highlighted the role of source size in par-
ticle dispersion models for the case of small sources, show-
ing that the concentration variance depends explictly on the
molecular diffusivity. Here we make direct use of the
advection-diffusion equation to show the nature of this de-
pendence for a wide range of source types.

For statistically stationary, homogeneous, and isotropic
flows—including turbulence—we derive new, mathemati-
cally rigorous and physically relevant limits on these effi-
ciencies in terms of the Péclet number and quantitative fea-
tures of the source alone. We discover that the high-Péclet
number scaling exponents of the efficiency bounds depend
on the spatial dimension, the length scales upon which the
variance is observed, and spatial scales in the source. These

results show that the spectrum of length scales in the source
may be more important than the distribution of length scales
in the flow in determining the mixing efficiencies. Moreover,
we derive novel quantitative estimates of nontrivial scaling
exponents for the mixing efficiencies in cases in which the
source is fractal or measure-valued. These are anomalous
scalings that cannot be deduced from dimensional arguments
alone.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The advection-diffusion equation for the concentration
"!x , t" of a passive scalar is

!t" + u · !" = #$" + s , !1"

where # is the molecular diffusivity. We restrict attention to
spatially periodic boundary conditions for x! #0,L$d. The
time-independent source s!x" in Eq. !1" is taken !without loss
of generality" to have spatial mean zero so that eventually
the concentration "!x , t" will have spatial mean zero as well.

The velocity field u!x , t" is given. It could be the solution
of some dynamical equations or a particular stochastic pro-
cess, but in any case we consider it to be a prescribed
divergence-free vector field with the following equal-time
single-point statistical properties shared by homogeneous
isotropic turbulence:

ui!x, · " = 0, ui!x, · "uj!x, · " =
U2

d
%ij ,

ui!x, · "
!uj!x, · "

!xk
= 0,

!ui!x, · "
!xk

!uj!x, · "
!xk

=
&2

d
%ij , !2"

where the overbars represent the long-time average !assumed
to exist" at each point in space. The rms velocity U measures
the strength of the stirring and & indicates the flow field’s
strain or shear content. The ratio '=U /& corresponds to the
Taylor microscale for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The Péclet number for the flow is Pe=UL /#.

We quantify the mixing of the scalar by the magnitude
of the variances %&!"&2', %"2', and %&!−1"&2', where %·'
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INTRODUCTION

Mixing in fluid flows plays a central role in many scien-
tific and engineering applications and is the subject of a large
body of theoretical research #1$. In this paper, we consider
the mixing of a passive scalar maintained by a temporally
steady but spatially inhomogeneous source without a clear
separation of length scales between the source and the stirrer,
as is necessary for multiscale analyses, or when length scales
in the source are the smallest scales in the problem.

The effectiveness of a given stirring velocity vector field
in a statistically stationary state is naturally gauged by its
ability to suppress the space-time averaged variance of the
scalar: a decrease in the variance indicates a more uniformly
mixed scalar. The ratio of the scalar variance in the presence
of stirring to that resulting from molecular diffusion alone
defines a dimensionless measure of the mixing efficiency of
the flow. Scalar variances may be weighted at diverse spatial
length scales, so we introduce a family of mixing efficiencies
that measure the effectiveness of the stirring on different
scales. Not unexpectedly, these mixing efficiencies generally
depend on details of both the source and the stirring. Saw-
ford and Hunt #2$ highlighted the role of source size in par-
ticle dispersion models for the case of small sources, show-
ing that the concentration variance depends explictly on the
molecular diffusivity. Here we make direct use of the
advection-diffusion equation to show the nature of this de-
pendence for a wide range of source types.

For statistically stationary, homogeneous, and isotropic
flows—including turbulence—we derive new, mathemati-
cally rigorous and physically relevant limits on these effi-
ciencies in terms of the Péclet number and quantitative fea-
tures of the source alone. We discover that the high-Péclet
number scaling exponents of the efficiency bounds depend
on the spatial dimension, the length scales upon which the
variance is observed, and spatial scales in the source. These

results show that the spectrum of length scales in the source
may be more important than the distribution of length scales
in the flow in determining the mixing efficiencies. Moreover,
we derive novel quantitative estimates of nontrivial scaling
exponents for the mixing efficiencies in cases in which the
source is fractal or measure-valued. These are anomalous
scalings that cannot be deduced from dimensional arguments
alone.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEFINITIONS

The advection-diffusion equation for the concentration
"!x , t" of a passive scalar is

!t" + u · !" = #$" + s , !1"

where # is the molecular diffusivity. We restrict attention to
spatially periodic boundary conditions for x! #0,L$d. The
time-independent source s!x" in Eq. !1" is taken !without loss
of generality" to have spatial mean zero so that eventually
the concentration "!x , t" will have spatial mean zero as well.

The velocity field u!x , t" is given. It could be the solution
of some dynamical equations or a particular stochastic pro-
cess, but in any case we consider it to be a prescribed
divergence-free vector field with the following equal-time
single-point statistical properties shared by homogeneous
isotropic turbulence:

ui!x, · " = 0, ui!x, · "uj!x, · " =
U2

d
%ij ,

ui!x, · "
!uj!x, · "

!xk
= 0,

!ui!x, · "
!xk

!uj!x, · "
!xk

=
&2

d
%ij , !2"

where the overbars represent the long-time average !assumed
to exist" at each point in space. The rms velocity U measures
the strength of the stirring and & indicates the flow field’s
strain or shear content. The ratio '=U /& corresponds to the
Taylor microscale for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
The Péclet number for the flow is Pe=UL /#.

We quantify the mixing of the scalar by the magnitude
of the variances %&!"&2', %"2', and %&!−1"&2', where %·'
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denotes space-time averaging. !The operator !−1 is defined
by its Fourier representation in the periodic domain,
!−1→−ik /k2." These variances measure the fluctuations of !
at relatively small, intermediate, and large length scales. Col-
lectively we write the norms #$!p!$2% for p=1, 0, and −1.
Note that #$!−1!$2% is reminiscent of the recently introduced
mix-norm &3', as both downplay the importance of the small
scales.

In order to define dimensionless mixing efficiencies, we
use the baseline variances defined by the solution !0 of Eq.
!1" with the same source but u=0, i.e., !0=−"−1#−1s. Com-
paring fluctuations in the presence of stirring to the moments
#$!p!0$2% allows us to gauge the effect of stirring. We define
the dimensionless mixing efficiencies Ep by

Ep
2 ª #$!p!0$2%/#$!p!$2% . !3"

These efficiencies increase when the stirring decreases the
scalar variances relative to molecular diffusion alone.

MIXING EFFICIENCY BOUNDS

Upper bounds on Ep result from lower limits on the vari-
ances. We begin with estimates on #!2% using the method
developed in &4': multiply Eq. !1" by an arbitrary !but
smooth, spatially periodic" function $!x", average, and inte-
grate by parts to find

#!!u · ! + "#"$% = − #$s% . !4"

Fluctuations are bounded from below via the min-max varia-
tional expression

#!2% % max
$

min
&

(#&2%$#&!u · !$ + "#$"% = − #$s%) .

The minimization over & is easily achieved, equivalent to
application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, yielding

#!2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u · !$ + "#$"2% . !5"

This is the sort of variational estimate derived in &4'. Plasting
and Young recently enhanced that analysis by including the
scalar dissipation rate as a constraint &5'.

The subsequent maximization over $ is particularly
simple for statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows sat-
isfying Eq. !2", for then the denominator in Eq. !5" is

#!u · !$ + "#$"2% = *U2

d
$!$$2 + "2!#$"2+ , !6"

i.e., the quadratic form #$&"2#2− !U2 /d"#'$%. Hence the
variational problem !5" yields

E0
2 '

#s#−2s%
#s(#2 − !U2/"2d"#)−1s%

, !7"

a bound that depends on the shape of the source function but
not its amplitude, and on the stirring velocity field only
through its influence on the length scale " /U=Pe−1L.

Limits for the small-scale and large-scale efficiencies E±1
are obtained from Eq. !4" in the same manner after integra-

tions by parts and application of the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality. For the gradient variance

#$s%2 = #!u$ + " ! $" · !!%2 ' #$u$ + " ! $$2%#$!!$2%

so

#$!!$2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u$ + " ! $"2% . !8"

A potentially sharper bound involving the full two-point cor-
relation function for the velocity field can be obtained by
formally minimizing over ! &6', but for our purposes the
estimate !8" suffices. For statistically homogeneous isotropic
flows, the denominator above is #$&−"2#+U2'$% and opti-
mization over $ leads to

E1
2 '

#s!− #−1"s%
#s(− # + U2/"2)−1s%

. !9"

The bound on large-scale fluctuations follows from Eq.
!4" using !=! ·!−1!, an integration by parts, and Cauchy-
Schwarz,

#$s%2 = #!!u · !$ + "#$" · !!−1!"%2

' #$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%#$!−1!$2%

so that

#$!−1!$2% % max
$

#$s%2

#$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%
.

For statistically homogeneous isotropic flows, the denomina-
tor is #$&−"2#3+ !U2 /d"#2− !(2 /d"#'$% so that

E−1
2 '

#s!− #−3"s%
#s(− #3 + !U2/"2d"#2 − !(2/"2d"#)−1s%

.

It is helpful to rewrite the bounds in Fourier space,

E1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k2

,
k

$sk$2/!k2 + Pe2"
, !10a"

E0
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k4

,
k

$sk$2/!k4 + Pe2k2/d"
, !10b"

E−1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k6

,
k

$sk$2/!k6 + Pe2k4/d + Pe2k2/)2d"
, !10c"

where we have rescaled &0,L'd to &0,1'd so that wave-vector
components are integer multiples of 2*. Now we investigate
the large Péclet number behavior of these bounds for a vari-
ety of classes of sources.

MONOCHROMATIC SOURCES

For sources that depend only on a single wave number ks,
the bounds simplify to
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denotes space-time averaging. !The operator !−1 is defined
by its Fourier representation in the periodic domain,
!−1→−ik /k2." These variances measure the fluctuations of !
at relatively small, intermediate, and large length scales. Col-
lectively we write the norms #$!p!$2% for p=1, 0, and −1.
Note that #$!−1!$2% is reminiscent of the recently introduced
mix-norm &3', as both downplay the importance of the small
scales.

In order to define dimensionless mixing efficiencies, we
use the baseline variances defined by the solution !0 of Eq.
!1" with the same source but u=0, i.e., !0=−"−1#−1s. Com-
paring fluctuations in the presence of stirring to the moments
#$!p!0$2% allows us to gauge the effect of stirring. We define
the dimensionless mixing efficiencies Ep by

Ep
2 ª #$!p!0$2%/#$!p!$2% . !3"

These efficiencies increase when the stirring decreases the
scalar variances relative to molecular diffusion alone.

MIXING EFFICIENCY BOUNDS

Upper bounds on Ep result from lower limits on the vari-
ances. We begin with estimates on #!2% using the method
developed in &4': multiply Eq. !1" by an arbitrary !but
smooth, spatially periodic" function $!x", average, and inte-
grate by parts to find

#!!u · ! + "#"$% = − #$s% . !4"

Fluctuations are bounded from below via the min-max varia-
tional expression

#!2% % max
$

min
&

(#&2%$#&!u · !$ + "#$"% = − #$s%) .

The minimization over & is easily achieved, equivalent to
application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, yielding

#!2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u · !$ + "#$"2% . !5"

This is the sort of variational estimate derived in &4'. Plasting
and Young recently enhanced that analysis by including the
scalar dissipation rate as a constraint &5'.

The subsequent maximization over $ is particularly
simple for statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows sat-
isfying Eq. !2", for then the denominator in Eq. !5" is

#!u · !$ + "#$"2% = *U2

d
$!$$2 + "2!#$"2+ , !6"

i.e., the quadratic form #$&"2#2− !U2 /d"#'$%. Hence the
variational problem !5" yields

E0
2 '

#s#−2s%
#s(#2 − !U2/"2d"#)−1s%

, !7"

a bound that depends on the shape of the source function but
not its amplitude, and on the stirring velocity field only
through its influence on the length scale " /U=Pe−1L.

Limits for the small-scale and large-scale efficiencies E±1
are obtained from Eq. !4" in the same manner after integra-

tions by parts and application of the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality. For the gradient variance

#$s%2 = #!u$ + " ! $" · !!%2 ' #$u$ + " ! $$2%#$!!$2%

so

#$!!$2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u$ + " ! $"2% . !8"

A potentially sharper bound involving the full two-point cor-
relation function for the velocity field can be obtained by
formally minimizing over ! &6', but for our purposes the
estimate !8" suffices. For statistically homogeneous isotropic
flows, the denominator above is #$&−"2#+U2'$% and opti-
mization over $ leads to

E1
2 '

#s!− #−1"s%
#s(− # + U2/"2)−1s%

. !9"

The bound on large-scale fluctuations follows from Eq.
!4" using !=! ·!−1!, an integration by parts, and Cauchy-
Schwarz,

#$s%2 = #!!u · !$ + "#$" · !!−1!"%2

' #$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%#$!−1!$2%

so that

#$!−1!$2% % max
$

#$s%2

#$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%
.

For statistically homogeneous isotropic flows, the denomina-
tor is #$&−"2#3+ !U2 /d"#2− !(2 /d"#'$% so that

E−1
2 '

#s!− #−3"s%
#s(− #3 + !U2/"2d"#2 − !(2/"2d"#)−1s%

.

It is helpful to rewrite the bounds in Fourier space,

E1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k2

,
k

$sk$2/!k2 + Pe2"
, !10a"

E0
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k4

,
k

$sk$2/!k4 + Pe2k2/d"
, !10b"

E−1
2 '

,
k

$sk$2/k6

,
k

$sk$2/!k6 + Pe2k4/d + Pe2k2/)2d"
, !10c"

where we have rescaled &0,L'd to &0,1'd so that wave-vector
components are integer multiples of 2*. Now we investigate
the large Péclet number behavior of these bounds for a vari-
ety of classes of sources.

MONOCHROMATIC SOURCES

For sources that depend only on a single wave number ks,
the bounds simplify to
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denotes space-time averaging. !The operator !−1 is defined
by its Fourier representation in the periodic domain,
!−1→−ik /k2." These variances measure the fluctuations of !
at relatively small, intermediate, and large length scales. Col-
lectively we write the norms #$!p!$2% for p=1, 0, and −1.
Note that #$!−1!$2% is reminiscent of the recently introduced
mix-norm &3', as both downplay the importance of the small
scales.

In order to define dimensionless mixing efficiencies, we
use the baseline variances defined by the solution !0 of Eq.
!1" with the same source but u=0, i.e., !0=−"−1#−1s. Com-
paring fluctuations in the presence of stirring to the moments
#$!p!0$2% allows us to gauge the effect of stirring. We define
the dimensionless mixing efficiencies Ep by

Ep
2 ª #$!p!0$2%/#$!p!$2% . !3"

These efficiencies increase when the stirring decreases the
scalar variances relative to molecular diffusion alone.

MIXING EFFICIENCY BOUNDS

Upper bounds on Ep result from lower limits on the vari-
ances. We begin with estimates on #!2% using the method
developed in &4': multiply Eq. !1" by an arbitrary !but
smooth, spatially periodic" function $!x", average, and inte-
grate by parts to find

#!!u · ! + "#"$% = − #$s% . !4"

Fluctuations are bounded from below via the min-max varia-
tional expression

#!2% % max
$

min
&

(#&2%$#&!u · !$ + "#$"% = − #$s%) .

The minimization over & is easily achieved, equivalent to
application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, yielding

#!2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u · !$ + "#$"2% . !5"

This is the sort of variational estimate derived in &4'. Plasting
and Young recently enhanced that analysis by including the
scalar dissipation rate as a constraint &5'.

The subsequent maximization over $ is particularly
simple for statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows sat-
isfying Eq. !2", for then the denominator in Eq. !5" is

#!u · !$ + "#$"2% = *U2

d
$!$$2 + "2!#$"2+ , !6"

i.e., the quadratic form #$&"2#2− !U2 /d"#'$%. Hence the
variational problem !5" yields

E0
2 '

#s#−2s%
#s(#2 − !U2/"2d"#)−1s%

, !7"

a bound that depends on the shape of the source function but
not its amplitude, and on the stirring velocity field only
through its influence on the length scale " /U=Pe−1L.

Limits for the small-scale and large-scale efficiencies E±1
are obtained from Eq. !4" in the same manner after integra-

tions by parts and application of the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality. For the gradient variance

#$s%2 = #!u$ + " ! $" · !!%2 ' #$u$ + " ! $$2%#$!!$2%

so

#$!!$2% % max
$

#$s%2/#!u$ + " ! $"2% . !8"

A potentially sharper bound involving the full two-point cor-
relation function for the velocity field can be obtained by
formally minimizing over ! &6', but for our purposes the
estimate !8" suffices. For statistically homogeneous isotropic
flows, the denominator above is #$&−"2#+U2'$% and opti-
mization over $ leads to

E1
2 '

#s!− #−1"s%
#s(− # + U2/"2)−1s%

. !9"

The bound on large-scale fluctuations follows from Eq.
!4" using !=! ·!−1!, an integration by parts, and Cauchy-
Schwarz,

#$s%2 = #!!u · !$ + "#$" · !!−1!"%2

' #$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%#$!−1!$2%

so that

#$!−1!$2% % max
$
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#$!u · !$ + u · !!$ + "# ! $$2%
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For statistically homogeneous isotropic flows, the denomina-
tor is #$&−"2#3+ !U2 /d"#2− !(2 /d"#'$% so that

E−1
2 '

#s!− #−3"s%
#s(− #3 + !U2/"2d"#2 − !(2/"2d"#)−1s%
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It is helpful to rewrite the bounds in Fourier space,
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where we have rescaled &0,L'd to &0,1'd so that wave-vector
components are integer multiples of 2*. Now we investigate
the large Péclet number behavior of these bounds for a vari-
ety of classes of sources.

MONOCHROMATIC SOURCES

For sources that depend only on a single wave number ks,
the bounds simplify to
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E1 ! !1 + Pe2/ks
2,

E0 ! !1 + Pe2/ks
2d ,

E−1 ! !1 + Pe2/ks
2d + Pe2/"2ks

4d .

Each efficiency is asymptotically proportional to Pe, corre-
sponding to the expected suppression of variance if the mo-
lecular diffusivity # is replaced by an eddy diffusivity pro-
portional to UL. Moreover, these upper bounds are sharp:
they may be realized by uniform flow fields whose direction
varies appropriately in time to satisfy the weak statistical
homogeneity and isotropy conditions used in the analysis
"5,6#. Each estimate also exhibits a decreasing dependence
on the length scale of the source: at high Pe, the estimates for
the small and intermediate scale efficiencies E1 and E0 are
$Pe/ks. This suggests that an eddy diffusivity might better
be defined as a product of U and a length scale $ks

−1 char-
acterizing the source, rather than some scale characterizing
the stirring.

SQUARE-INTEGRABLE SOURCES AND SINKS

In situations in which the Fourier coefficients are square-
summable, the asymptotic Pe→$ behavior of the mixing
efficiency bounds for smooth sources is straightforward,

E1 ! Pe!%
k

&sk&2/k2

%
k

&sk&2
, '11a(

E0 ! Pe!%
k

&sk&2/k4

d%
k

&sk&2/k2
, '11b(

E−1 ! Pe! %
k

&sk&2/k6

d%
k

&sk&2/'k4 + k2/"2(
. '11c(

These are the same Pe scalings as observed for monochro-
matic sources but with prefactors involving distinct charac-
teristic length scales of the source tailored to the scales
where the different efficiencies are tuned. We reiterate that
the Pe1 scaling of the efficiencies is precisely that which is
expected from the conventional notion of eddy diffusion, at
least with regard to the U and # dependence. A novel feature
of these rigorous estimates is that the mixing lengths to be
employed in constructing the effective diffusion from U de-
pend on 'i( the source structure rather than some character-
istic persistence length in the flow, and 'ii( the length scales
in the concentration fluctuations stressed by the different
multiscale efficiencies.

ROUGH SOURCES

The Péclet number scaling may actually change for rough
sources, i.e., when s'x( is not square-integrable, resulting in

anomalous behavior for some of the efficiencies. The rough-
est physically meaningful sources are measure-valued
sources like % functions with nondecaying Fourier coeffi-
cients &sk&=O'1( as k→$. Then the sums in Eq. '11a( and
the denominator of Eq. '11b( diverge in d=2 or 3 so those
scalings are invalid. In this case, the Pe dependence of E1
disappears altogether and all finite kinetic energy stirring
fields are completely ineffective at suppressing small-scale
fluctuations.

To determine the high-Pe behavior of E0, we approximate
sums by integrals. The denominator of Eq. '10b( is

%
k

1
k4 + 'Pe2/d(k2 $ )

2&

$ kd−1dk

k4 + Pe2k2/'4&2d(
. '12(

For d=2, the integral in Eq. '12( is

)
2&

$ kdk

k4 + Pe2k2/8&2 $
log Pe

Pe2 , '13(

resulting in the asymptotic bound

E0 ' Pe/!log Pe, d = 2. '14(

Hence there is at the very least a logarithmic correction to E0
as compared to the square-integrable source case.

For d=3, the integral in Eq. '12( becomes

)
2&

$ k2dk

k4 + Pe2k2/12&2 $
1
Pe

'15(

resulting in an anomalous scaling bound

E0 ' !Pe, d = 3. '16(

This is a dramatic modification of the classical scaling.
Similar analysis shows that the upper bound on the large-

scale mixing efficiency E−1$Pe in Eq. '11c( persists even
for these roughest sources.

ROUGH SOURCES WITH A CUTOFF

Approximate %-like sources of small but finite-size ! have
Fourier coefficients sk that are approximately constant in
magnitude up to a cutoff wave number of order 2& /!, be-
yond which the spectrum decays as for a smooth source. We
may deduce the behavior of the bound on E0 for such sources
by inserting an upper limit at L /!(1 into the integral in Eq.
'12(. For large but intermediate Péclet numbers satisfying
1)Pe)L /!, the cutoff is ineffective so the logarithmic cor-
rection Eq. '14( in d=2 and the anomalous scaling Eq. '16(
in d=3 appear. However for Pe(L /!, i.e., when the modi-
fied Péclet number based on the smallest scale in the source
U! /#(1, the smooth source results apply and we recover
the mixing efficiency bounds linear in Pe, as in Eq. '11(.
Figure 1 shows this scaling transition for the d=3 case. Even
in the ultimate regime where the source appears smooth,
the prefactor in front of the high-Pe scaling bounds is sig-
nificantly diminished by the small scales in the source:
E0' "log'L /!(#−1/2 Pe in d=2, and E0' "! /L#1/2 Pe in d=3.
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they may be realized by uniform flow fields whose direction
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by inserting an upper limit at L /!(1 into the integral in Eq.
'12(. For large but intermediate Péclet numbers satisfying
1)Pe)L /!, the cutoff is ineffective so the logarithmic cor-
rection Eq. '14( in d=2 and the anomalous scaling Eq. '16(
in d=3 appear. However for Pe(L /!, i.e., when the modi-
fied Péclet number based on the smallest scale in the source
U! /#(1, the smooth source results apply and we recover
the mixing efficiency bounds linear in Pe, as in Eq. '11(.
Figure 1 shows this scaling transition for the d=3 case. Even
in the ultimate regime where the source appears smooth,
the prefactor in front of the high-Pe scaling bounds is sig-
nificantly diminished by the small scales in the source:
E0' "log'L /!(#−1/2 Pe in d=2, and E0' "! /L#1/2 Pe in d=3.
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Figure 2. Square-shaped source of two different sizes; particles shown sampled
from the uniform source distribution over the squares.

each subinterval is divided into two parts, before and after variance calculation, and the
particle transport and source processes are appropriately adapted. The final measured
quantities are long time averages that are observed to have converged to within the error
indicated on the plots below.

4. Results

In order to investigate the effect of source–sink scales on maximal and actual mixing
enhancements, we performed a series of calculations and simulations for square-shaped
sources of various sizes a < L as illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the upper bounds on E0 for square sources and a δ-function source
in 2D computed from (11). The upper bound for any finite-size source is asymptotically
∼Pe, but for the δ-function source it is ∼Pe/ lnPe in the large Pe limit. In 3D, the
distinction between cubic sources and a δ-function source is more apparent as shown in
figure 3(b): the upper bound for a δ-function source behaves ∼

√
Pe in 3D. We stress that

these mixing enhancement bounds apply for any statistically homogeneous and isotropic
flows stirring sources with these shapes.

Simulation results for the random sine flow shown in figure 4(a) for 2D and figure 4(b)
for 3D qualitatively confirm the behavior of the enhancements suggested by the upper
limits. As the source size shrinks, the measured mixing enhancement gets smaller in a way
that is remarkably similar to the bounds. In these simulations Pe is varied by decreasing
κ at a fixed values of L, U and T . Other values of T and other (shorter) wavelengths of
the stirring flow were also checked, producing similar plots. These 2D simulation results
have recently been confirmed quantitatively by a PDE computation [32].

The simulations also show that the upper estimates can give the correct quantitative
behavior of E0 as a function of Pe. Indeed, in figure 5 we plot the upper bound on E0 for
the δ-function source in 3D and the measured enhancement from the simulations. The
upper bound, which scales anomalously, ∼

√
Pe, is an excellent predictor of the data.

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2008/07/P07018 10
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Zeldovich sine flow

• Alternating horizontal and vertical sine shear flows

first half-period second half-period

• Phase selected randomly for each cycle.

• Frequently used to study fundamental mixing characteristics.

• MOVIES
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Figure 3. The theoretical upper bounds for (a) square sources with sizes
a = L/2, L/10, L/50, and a δ-function source; (b) cubic sources with sizes
a = L/5, L/50, L/500, and a δ-function source (from top to bottom).

Figure 4. Measured mixing enhancements for (a) square sources with sizes
a = L/2, L/10, L/50 and a δ-function source, (b) cubic sources with sizes
a = L/5, L/50, L/500 and a δ-function source (from top to bottom).

From this we conclude that the random sine flow is an ‘almost-optimal’ mixer (among
statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows) for this source–sink distribution.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have devised an accurate and computationally efficient particle method for studying
hydrodynamic variance suppression by a mixing flow. Rigorous upper bounds for the

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2008/07/P07018 11
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Stirring and Mixing Rod Stirring Topology Multiphase Flows Conclusions References

The Figure-Eight Stirring Protocol

• Circular container of viscous fluid
(sugar syrup);

• A rod is moved slowly in a
‘figure-eight’ pattern;

• Gradients are created by
stretching and folding, the
signature of chaos.

[movie 2] Experiments by E. Gouillart and O. Dauchot (CEA Saclay).
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Stirring, mixing, transport 



Motivational musing 



Cut-away view of a stirred-tank 
chemical reactor w/cooling jacket	


CSTR (Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor)	
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Lean Premixed Combustion

Updated:

Febr. 28, 2005

Lean Premixed Combustion

Lean  premixed  combustion  of  gaseous  fuels  is  currently  one  of  the  most  important  low  NOx

technologies  in  the  power  generation  sector  using  fossil  fuels.  The  present  emission  limits  for

stationary gas turbines in Europe are about 25 ppm NOx (on a dry, 15% O
2
 basis). In some areas of

the USA (California e. g.) the limits are even more strict (about 9 ppm). For a further reduction of NOx

emissions in future gas turbines an improved knowledge of turbulence — chemistry interaction is

indispensable. This is exactly in the focus of our Research activities.

Gas Turbine GT 24, ALSTOM
Turbulent premixed flame

(OH-PLIF, single shot image)




